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ADVANTAGE SERIES

WPSCA600-01

SCARIFLEX
R6S5 600 

Your JOSKIN dealer

This SCARIFLEX Advantage is a grass harrow that has been especially optimized to meet the specific conditions of the livestock sector. The row of scrapers on the 
first line of this aerator carries out a preparatory work by spreading molehills and dungs to make the work of the 5 following rows of spring tines easier. It is the 

perfect implement for cattle farmers working in flat or hilly fields or who want to keep a dense quality grass mass for their cattle.

 ✓ Large working width (6 m)
 ✓ Chassis made of 3 sections (1.80 m + 2.40 m + 1.80 m) with 

hydraulic folding system
 ✓ Structure and tools fully made of galvanized special steel. 

Shot-blasted and then painted (2K) blades in treated steel
 ✓ 6 rows of tools for an intensive and precise work:

• 1 row of 60 cm leveling scrapers on half-flexible leaves
•  5 rows of spring tines (Ø 8 mm)

 ✓ Independent adjustment of the work intensity of every type of 
tool:
• with the gauge wheels (scrapers)
• with a lever on the rows of flexible tines so as to have the 
same angle on all elements

 ✓ Flexible hitch to follow the ground relief perfectly and limit vi-
brations

 ✓ Automatic locking in transport position
 ✓ 2 pairs of rubber wheels (Ø 375 x 150 mm)
 ✓ Compatible with 60-hp tractors or more
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With the “Advantage” concept, JOSKIN wanted to prove that it was possible to reduce the price of agricultural machines without 
having an impact on quality. To get rid of this budget constraint, JOSKIN bet everything on a “mass” production that was until then 
not used in the agricultural trailer sector. The concerned models are indeed assembled on dedicated assembly lines so as to produce 
identical series of machines. Producing a large quantity of a model implies more advantageous prices for the raw materials, a more 
profitable distribution of the workforce and a higher efficiency of the automated industrial machines. The resulting savings have then 

a direct impact on the sale price and allow to deliver a high-tech product at the price of a standard one.

Benefit from the attractive prices 
of our series production!


